Biography
JENNIFER SURFACE
Expert Investigator & Intelligence Specialist
Delivering Information & Insights Others Can’t
Superior Credentials in Private Investigation & Intelligence Analysis:
With world-class credentials (Yale, FBI, other three-letter federal agencies, and
boutique PI firms), Jenn represents a new breed of investigator for today’s digital
world. As a specially trained intelligence expert, Jenn understands how to harness
an ever-growing world of electronic information, and use it to uncover critical
information and insights that result in competitive advantage.

Specializing in the Difficult & Complex:
Jenn brought her experience and skills to the private sector, delivering much-needed advanced intelligence
analysis tradecraft to complex legal investigations. Jenn works primarily with civil defense attorneys and
corporate clients, serving as a “private intelligence agency” for the legal field and business community—tracking
digital footprints, uncovering hidden gems of information, analyzing voluminous information, and generating
critical insights for busy decision-makers.
Jenn specializes in:
• Pin-pointing the locations of hard-to-find individuals—witnesses, heirs to estates, and fraudsters
• Developing deep-dive background profiles of opponents, expert witnesses, and other individuals key to
a case, revealing little known facts and critical insights for competitive advantage
• Discovering hidden assets of judgment debtors, divorcees, and scam artists so that clients can collect
what is owed to them

Proven Track Record of Delivering Crystal-Clear Competitive Advantage:
Jenn now applies her unique experiences, training, and trusted skills to create secret-sauce capabilities that set
her and her colleagues miles apart from others in its field.
Over the course of her career, Jenn:
• Designed and led a host of highly specialized and classified global analysis across the US Intelligence
Community. Among her accomplishments:
o Delivered results of analysis on high-priority national security issues to senior audiences across
government, including at the White House and Pentagon;
o Helped bring terrorists to justice, tracked illicit financing, reverse-engineered al-Qa’ida’s
propaganda, and empowered the US Government better understand the international
competitive landscape, foreign populations, and foreign leadership.
• Uncovered strategic insights and delivered critical competitive intelligence for a leader in the
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) industry;
• Empowered countless attorneys across Southern California and beyond with deep research, due
diligence, legal discovery, and cutting edge investigative services.

Top-Tier Education:
Jenn attended Yale University as an undergraduate (BA Political Science), and the National Intelligence
University (MS Strategic Intelligence) graduate program. NIU is an elite, one-of-its-kind government program
for security-cleared intelligence professionals in Washington, DC.

Personal:
Jenn loves being a mom and a spouse, but no matter how many years have passed she also remains a legend
(in her own mind) from past years of fastpitch softball glory—where she acquired the competitiveness and
tenacity that her clients love today! A recruited athlete at Yale University, Jenn still dominates the school’s
record books in all major categories of pitching statistics. She hopes and prays her career strike-outs record will
stand forever unbroken (or at least until her son enters college).

Reach out to discuss how we can help answer your toughest questions
and empower you to overcome your biggest information challenges
jsurface@leadingmethods.com
Office 310-953-3211 | Cell 562-234-3158
CA PI 23711 (Since 2003)

